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feel like an extra in a bar band? morc 23 has a 'karaoke karaoke'
event. you enter the venue (or, the bar where you're performing),
the bartender hands you a headset, and you perform on stage,
live, to an audience of one. the audience is chosen at random, and
they're all listening to you sing. i say'sing' because most of the
time, there is no backing track. you're on your own, and if your
pitch isn't good enough, the bartender will tell you to try again. if
you nail it, though, the bartender will announce you as a winner.
after that, you're given a cocktail (or two) and a round of
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Nude karaoke isnt a new phenomena. People have been giving
and receiving alcoholic beverages, singing and dancing while
drunk for as long as there been drinking. Its only recently that

people have gotten a little more competitive about who gets to do
it first, and to whom, what songs they should sing and how far

they should go, without causing too much damage to themselves
and their neighbors. They did it, everyone in the bar is cheering,

its the first time in history that a couples karaoke was challenged.
The game isnt over, though, there is a challenger on the table. The
bartender is the man in white, and as soon as hes done, he’ll go to

his place. Will he be the first to take on and beat this karaoke
challenge? Or will this be the day that the bartender will let go?
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